Transcutaneous electric nerve stimulation reduces neglect-related postural instability after stroke.
To test the existence of a neglect-related component of postural imbalance in some stroke patients to determine whether neglect patients (1) show worse postural control compared with nonneglect patients and healthy subjects and (2) have latent postural capacities that could be unmasked by an appropriate somatosensory manipulation. Intervention study with and without transcutaneous electric nerve stimulation (TENS). Rehabilitation center research laboratory. Twenty-two stroke patients (mean age, 58.3 +/- 2.5yr; average days since stroke, 83.2d) and 14 age-matched healthy subjects. Stroke patients were subdivided into 3 groups: 6 with spatial neglect and 16 without (8 with left lesion, 8 with right lesion). All participants were subjected to a dynamic balance task, performed while sitting for 8 seconds on a laterally rocking platform. Seated on this mobile support, they were asked to maintain actively an erect posture, sitting as still as possible. In patients, TENS was applied on the contralesional side of the neck during the postural task. An effective stimulation (intensity corresponding to the threshold of perception, TENS+) was compared with a placebo stimulation (.01 x threshold of perception, TENS-). Postural performance in each trial was monitored by using 2 criteria: the number of aborted trials caused by loss of balance, and the angular dispersion of the support oscillations in roll. The latter criterion, which increased with body instability, was defined as 2 standard deviations of the angular distribution. Patients showing neglect displayed pronounced postural instability compared with other patients and controls. Although dramatic postural instability in the neglect patients was spectacularly and systematically reduced with TENS, no effect was observed in patients without neglect. This is among the first studies to provide clinical evidence supporting the "postural body scheme" concept.